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Current TCIE Intensity from 
most recent TROPICS pass



TROPICS TCIE storm history
including diagnostics



SATCON display of TROPICS
estimates relative to other intensity
estimates linked to SATCON page.



TROPICS Channel Imagery Matrix



TROPICS Constellation Imagery for Mawar (202302W)



TROPICS Constellation Imagery for Mawar (202302W)



Recent Application of CIMSS Sounder Products

Warm core

Warm core

ATMS Channel 7 ATMS Channel 18



AMSU ATMS
Recent Application of CIMSS 

Sounder Products

Invest 97L determined to be not sub-tropical based on microwave 
sounder imagery



Automated storm position information
- Provides independent storm location
- Storm position confidence
- Multi-channel (183 GHz, 205 Ghz, 89 GHz)

CIMSS ARCHER Applied to TROPICS Imagery

Automated storm structure estimation
- Eye diameter is used by several TC intensity

algorithms as an input variable
- Radius of Maximum Winds (RMW)
- Multi-channel (183 GHz, 205 Ghz, 89 GHz)

- Can at times show eyewall slope
- RMW is part of warning agency best

tracks but often is a “guess”.  ARCHER
can provide skillful guidance to improve
this critical structure parameter



ARCHER outputs diagnostics about the TC structure including ring score which is
a measure of eyewall completeness and strength.

- Ring scores are used by the MPERC algorithm to estimate the onset of an 
Eyewall Replacement Cycle (ERC)

- Can be plotted as a hovmöller to show the evolution of inner core features
- Diagnostic alerts forecasters to change in structure important to the intensity

forecast.

CIMSS ARCHER Applied to 
TROPICS Imagery

Ring Score

Contracting outer eyewall in Hurricane Sam
During the onset of an ERC

ERC completed.  New primary eyewall

Next ERC starting



Timeline

First Phase (A):  Within 2 months of start of project.  Create webpage matrix production code.  Modify CIMSS ARCHER 
algorithm for automated TROPICS data processing.  Test NRT imagery production.

Year 1 (Phase B):  During 2023 TC season.  Engage early adopters, evaluate data production and respond to early adopter 
feedback.  Compare output products to legacy microwave products.

Year 2 (Phases C-E): Transition from provisional products to public-facing page and provide the links on CIMSS homepage.  
Throughout this process continue to engage end users and provide training as needed. 

Specific Tasks/Deliverables

1) Design a TROPICS image display page based on existing similar sites
2) Test the functionality on NRL TROPICS Pathfinder and Constellation data
3) Off beta version to limited user group for feedback
4) When provisional, set up link on CIMSS TC site and open up for public use
5) Maintain site and troubleshoot when necessary

Project Tasks and Timelines

Thank You !


